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IN THE
FAST
LANE!

How do members of Heriot-Watt University Student Chapter gear up
for their field development challenge? – see page 8

SPE London Section rounded off its 40th year
in style with an Anniversary Ball at Claridge’s.
Following a champagne reception and dinner,
2010 Section Chair Thijs Kuiper raised a toast
to the Section’s long and successful history,
reminding everyone that it was formed in
the same year the Brent field was discovered.
Thijs also thanked the volunteers on the SPE
committees for their hard work in organising
meetings and supporting student chapters and
Young Professional events. Finally, he thanked
all the SPE members who had attended events
throughout the year – great support that he
hoped would continue for another 40 years!

HAVING A BALL

she enjoyed the experience and revealed that
should she have reached the finals, her dance
would have featured some mid air acrobatics!
Her speech concluded with questions from the
floor on a variety of topics, including dancing
and politics. Unfortunately, however, she gave
no demonstrations during the after-dinner
dancing…

At the end of the evening,
guests received take-home
gifts of red geraniums, to
Guest speaker Ann Widdecombe described how mark the Ruby Anniversary
her celebrity status has allowed her more access occasion. The highlyto the public. For example, her documentary
successful event was made
on benefit cheats had four million viewers,
possible by generous
which would not have happened had she not
sponsorship from
appeared on Strictly Come Dancing. She said
Schlumberger and OPC.
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Some of
our speakers
in 2010-11

David Gorsuch

Alan Strudley
Peter Redman

Speakers invited
for SPE London
Programme events

Steve Begg

This year’s SPE London annual survey of members has
resulted in the selection of the following top 20 preferred
topics for the 2011-12 session evening meetings. If you
are interested in making a presentation on any of these
topics, please contact Programme Committee Chair
Tim Lines: tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com.
1. Case studies on integrated models and how differently did they
turn out after production? Integration between geology and 		
reservoir engineering
2. Uncertainty: actual approaches used by oil companies vs 		
consultants
3. Latest advances in well technology

SPE LONDON SECTION
2011 SPONSORS

4. The changing face of the oil and gas business in London; London’s
future role in the oil and gas industry
5. Horizontal/multi-segment fracced wells
6. Tight reservoirs

Afren plc

OMV (UK) Ltd

Anadarko International Energy
Company

Petrofac Energy Developments Ltd

7. Post Macondo – what has changed and is changing in regulatory
regimes (US and elsewhere, including UK HSE view)

BG Group

Petroleum Development

8. Update on Brazil – how big is it really?

Consultants Ltd

9. Advances in reservoir performance management

BHP Billiton Petroleum

PetroVision Energy Services

BP Plc

Premier Oil Plc

10. The role and relationships between IOCs, NOCs, minor E&P 		
companies and the service sector – how the industry is changing

Centrica

RPS Energy

11. Future prospects for the North sea

ExxonMobil

RWE Dea UK Ltd

12. US shale gas

GDF Suez

Sasol Petroleum International

Gaffney-Cline

Schlumberger Oilfield Services

13. Decision Risk Analysis; value of information in decision making 		
processes

Geoscience Limited

Serica Energy

Hess Ltd

The Curzon Partnership

MND Exploration and Production Tullow Oil
Oilfield Production Consultants
Weatherford International Ltd
(OPC) Limited

14. Unrest in the Middle East and North Africa – threat or opportunity?
15. What does a young engineer need to do to set up and own an oil
company by his/her 30s?
16. Heavy oil; tar sands – developments in extracting energy
17. Update on Macondo – keynote speaker
18. A senior oil and gas investment banker talking about finance and
strategy trends in the industry
19. Techno/economic challenges in Carbon Capture and Storage
20. Advances in HPHT fields

Schlumberger
Cambridge Research
Centre impresses all
during SPE London YP
Annual Technical Trip

A visit to Schlumberger’s Research and Technology Centre by 15 SPE London Young Professionals
and students, in June, provided a unique insight into the research and development of cutting-edge
engineering and scientific solutions in reservoir geophysics, drilling, reservoir fluids and chemistry.
Following presentations by Schlumberger’s leading scientists and
engineers, the attendees had the chance to discuss, with the experts,
EOR and reservoir monitoring with time lapse seismic. They were
particularly impressed by the technology displayed during a tour of
the facilities, which also revealed how the research is carried out and
how the problems of today may be addressed in the future. Highlights
of the tour included a multiphase flow tube experiment, a drilling bit
test and the laboratories for fluid characterisation.
“The visit gave us a valuable insight into real-life problem solving on
a commercial scale,” says Victoria Dyachenko, SPE Student Chapter
President at Manchester University. “It also showed the importance of
combining the fundamental science disciplines with analytical, outside-

the-box thinking, in order to develop products that will fulfil the needs of
future markets.”
Following the trip, the YPs hosted a social event in the centre of
Cambridge, which provided an excellent networking opportunity for
the attendees.
SPE YP London would like to express their sincere gratitude to
Schlumberger who, during the last three years, have supported the
Section with visits to their Product and Research Centres in the UK
and France, where they have presented state-of-the-art technology
and described the research process used to envisage, design, develop,
validate and commercialise new oil and gas global technology.
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Corporate
Supporters:

YOUR SKILLS CHALLENGE
IS OUR BUSINESS
Your Challenge - Our Solution

• Technical Support - we provide consultants
• Training - we provide specialist training
• No in house resources? - we have our in house resources
Our flexible working practices deliver efficient solutions
Geoscience and Engineering professionals required for ongoing
projects throughout the world with IOC’s, NOC’s and Independents.
Please forward your resume to cv@opc.co.uk

Oilfield Production Consultants (OPC) Ltd
LONDON
ABERDEEN
HOUSTON
QATAR
ATYRAU

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7428 1111
Email: london@opc.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0)1224 329111
Email: aberdeen@opc.co.uk
Telephone: +1 713 973 2151
Email: houston@opc-usa.net
Telephone: +974 4 491 1771
Email: doha@opc.co.uk
Telephone: +7 7122 996090/89
Email: atyrau@opc.kz

Convenors:

Matthew
Allen
Maersk Oil

Mike Bowman
BP

Graham
Goffey

PA Resources

Richard
Hodgkinson
Bowleven

Duncan Wade
ERC Equipoise

International conference to mark 30 years of the Petroleum Group

Major Discoveries
of the 21st Century
Standing on the shoulders of giants...

25-28 September, 2011
Bath, England

RegistRation now open

For 30 years the Petroleum
Group has tracked the
development of petroleum
geosciences in exploration
and exploitation. To mark this
milestone, ‘Major Discoveries
of the 21st Century’ will
focus on the highest profile
petroleum discoveries and
new plays of the last 10
years. Through invited talks
and panel discussions the
conference will examine the
insights gained and ask the questions “where and what next”?
In returning to the historic Pump Rooms in Bath, England
this conference will be a prestigious celebration of 30 years
of the Petroleum Group’s role at the forefront of petroleum geoscience.
Keynote speakers: Mike Daly(BP), Bruce Levell(Shell) and Malcolm Brown(BG)
• Discoveries in Angola, Gulf of Mexico, Venezuela, Malaysia, Ghana, Uganda,
West Siberia, India, UK, Brazil and others
• Talks from Tullow, ExxonMobil, Kosmos, Nexen, Chesapeake, TNK, BHP,
Chevron, Cairn, Total, USGS, Petrobras and others
This conference promises to be a prestigious celebration of 30 years of the
Petroleum Group’s role at the forefront of petroleum geoscience.
For further information and registration, please contact: Steve Whalley,
Event Co-ordinator: +44 (0)20 7432 0980 or email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

management knowledge expertise

www.opc.co.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum
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Review of SPE Smart Energy 2011
by event Committee Chair Anderson Foster, of Total

At the 2nd SPE Smart Energy seminar and
exhibition (Aberdeen, 7 June), 10 speakers
covered a diverse spread of topics under the
theme of delivering business value through
innovation and technology deployment.
The specialist event was launched by a keynote presentation from Bill
Cattanach, of DECC, who told his audience that the UKCS Basin still has
opportunities within mature fields and discovery potential for those
prepared to take risks.

Drilling was represented by papers from Senergy and Heriot-Watt
University. Globally, around 70,000 wells are drilled every year. Only a
small proportion of these are highly complex intelligent wells, which
highlights the industry preference to keep designs to the simplest option.
The final presentation, by Total, described progress with a hydrate flow
assurance solution for a subsea development by changing the seabed
profile to facilitate draining of the pipeline. An important aspect is
the first deployment of an electrically heat-traced subsea flow line.
If successful, it has the potential to reduce the volumes of hydrate
inhibitors required in small fields.
Overall, the diverse and interesting selection of papers demonstrated
that business benefit from smart energy can be achieved, with know
how – and with commitment from management.

A presenter’s perspective
Carl Gerrard, European Production Real Time Operations Lead
with Shell U.K. Limited, presented ‘Making the most of what you have:
applying appropriate smartness to surface and sub-surface operations on a
mature asset portfolio on the UK Continental Shelf’, which told the story of
how Shell’s global Smart Fields programme has been applied in its UK
Upstream business.

The value of management of data from well and process plant was
highlighted in presentations from Apache, BP, Shell and Schlumberger.
A joined-up approach can provide important decision support data for
drilling and well operations. Today, data processing is immediate in real
time or within a few hours, where it previously could take days for data
to be conditioned. An important challenge is the treatment of gaps in
data streams. We need to retain the source data for reference and to
address the robustness of algorithms used to fill gaps. Looking forward,
there will be challenges to ensure that personnel have the training and
competence to critically review output.
Think Tank, an Edinburgh-based company, described projects carried
out for prime contractors in the defence sector, relating to autonomous
vehicles and command and control operations. Clearly there are
significant opportunities for technology transfer from outside the
industry.
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Carl says: “When I was first asked to present at Smart
Energy 2011, I was a little sceptical as to the value of
having a local conference on the subject, as every two
years there is the much larger global SPE Intelligent
Energy.
“However, Shell agreed that we should support the
local SPE section by presenting at the event, and in
fact I found Smart Energy 2011 very worthwhile. There
were several interesting presentations and having the
opportunity to talk to other operators, both large and small, was probably
the most useful aspect for me. This was also a good opportunity to swap
experiences with other operators about implementing technologies and other
programmes locally in the UK.
“I particularly enjoyed the keynote speech by Bill Cattanach, of DECC, who
shared an interesting perspective on the future of the UKCS and the part
technology will play in this. “

Focusing on
East Africa’s
opportunities
and challenges
By Clara Altobell, SPE London
Continuing Education Committee Chair
SPE London Section continued our Regional Focus series with a one-day seminar on East Africa,
on 2 June. Regional Focus seminars look at different aspects of the energy industry, including
geology, environment, how to do business, and the financial outlook.
Stephen Wright (Gaffney Cline and Associates) launched the event with a geological overview. The area is highly underexplored with fewer than
300 wells, half of which are in Sudan, being drilled in the last 50 years. The region also suffers from a lack of good quality seismic data and so methods
such as using gravity data can give some insight.
Michael Hall (Astrium) showed how satellite imagery and radar can be used to identify oil seeps, adding to the list of tools than can aid exploration.
Chris Machette Downes (MDOIL) worked in East Africa for 10 years and has a rare insight into the region, especially the geochemistry. He said that
today most majors are represented and there is very little acreage remaining. In addition to the large gas discoveries recently made by BG, Ophir and
Anadarko, there is increasing evidence for the greater presence of liquids, as wells are drilled away from the huge delta systems. Previously, wells may
have been drilled in locations that were convenient, but now they are drilled taking into account the strike slip geology and the key ingredient: a
source rock.
David Aron (PDC) discussed the potential for gas developments. The demand for gas in East Africa is low and gas exports will be competing with the
Middle East for the Japanese market. LNG exports are an option, but the uptime of floating facilities could be an issue.
Rob Shepherd (Dominion Petroleum) gave a personal account of doing business in Tanzania and Uganda. He advised against using UK agencies
or embassies and said that by going directly to the people in charge and using local agents, his organisation gained a better understanding of the
systems. They joined together with other operators to form an oil association that could lobby government on common issues and share lessons
learned. Dominion promoted training of local staff and limiting the number of ex-pats in local offices.
Ruth Golombok and Doug Hunt (Atkins) discussed their work on the social and environmental impact of oil developments in Uganda. As part of
the environmental impact assessment process, they needed to ensure that the wildlife habitation was enhanced and that fish stocks in lakes were
not affected. They worked with local communities to ensure they understood what was being done and were offered adequate compensation and
opportunity for employment, where possible. Most of all, they want to avoid the ‘oil curse’ where local tensions and conflicts arise as a result of oil
developments. Water is a major concern and a legacy effect is studied so that dry rivers are not blocked and wetlands are protected.
Shahin Amini (Fox Davies Capital) talked about the view the finance and investment markets have regarding East Africa. He says there is an appetite
for exploring this region, reflected in the rise in share prices of the companies with East African interests.
Lesley Owens (Vitol) reviewed the situation of supply and demand in East Africa. Demand is relatively low and although there are oil refineries, many
have low capacity or are not operational. There is large capacity in India and Middle Eastern refineries which is more likely to be the destination for
East African oil.
Gavin Sinclair (www.anticorruptioncompliance.com) spoke about the impact of the UK Bribery Act that came into force on 1 July this year and
makes it an offence to give or receive a bribe in any country, as well as to fail to prevent bribes being paid by those ‘associated with’ them. Gavin gave
examples where the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) has convicted and sent senior managers to prison for breaking bribery laws. Often it is whistleblowers
or disgruntled employees who inform the SFO and the loss of reputation and risk of huge fines and custodial sentences mean that bribery is simply
not worth the downside.
Finally, delegates had the opportunity to chat over drinks to discuss the day’s
events and future business opportunities.

?

The next event in the series, Regional Focus on the New Iraq, will be held on
27 October 2011, in plenty of time for the 4th Iraq Licensing Round, next January.

EVENT FEEDBACK:

“A very good seminar”
“A good set of focused papers”
“An excellent overview of East African issues”
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SPE Aberdeen April Technical Presentation

ABERDEEN

Removing the ‘fudge factor’ from well productivity
and formation damage analysis

Maria Jimenez-Chavez,
Principal Production
Technologist at Senergy,
urged her SPE Aberdeen
audience to think beyond
the traditional in an
inspiring presentation
on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and its
advanced capabilities in
providing a comprehensive
view of well productivity.

When focusing on hydraulically fractured wells, she explained, it is most
important to determine the fracture characteristics which will provide
the highest and sustainable production increase based on practical
limitations. Describing the full complexity of a hydraulic fracture,
reservoir and fluid flow regimes, has proved a considerable challenge
for the industry to date, but CFD can address this with its ability to fit the
model to the practical reality. This enables the selection of the optimum
perforation strategy for fracturing and influences the fracture design
regarding the optimum fracture geometry.
When applied to asymmetric damage in horizontal wells, she said, CFD
can help determine mud selection and sand face completion selection.

‘Well productivity assessment
through computational
fluid dynamics applied to
near wellbore and wellbore
modelling’ gave a detailed
insight into the expert
approach advocated by Maria and her colleagues, and highlighted CFD’s
relevance for production optimisation and drainage architecture design.
Maria explained that the long-term productivity of oil and gas wells is
influenced by many factors, including petrophysical properties, fluid
properties, the degree of formation damage and/or stimulation, well
geometry, well completions, the number of fluid phases and flowvelocity type.
CFD is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods
and algorithms to solve and analyse problems involving fluid flow,
based on space and time, it honours mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations and uses the ever-increasing computing power
of modern systems to allow engineers to accurately predict solutions
without making arbitrary simplifying assumptions – one of the issues
associated with traditional analytical models. Other issues include the
fact that the case is adapted to the model and not vice versa; there is a
lack of comprehensive workflows for inflow performance estimation,
and multiphase flow complexities and non-Darcy effects are usually
neglected. Furthermore, Maria argued: “Laboratories can produce great
detail on depth, magnitude and mechanisms of damage for any rock/fluid
combination simulating near wellbore phenomena, but there is nowhere
for this information to go and the detail is lost. Additionally, the so-called
‘skin factor’ is perceived as simply a ‘fudge factor’ – something that goes
into the equation but no one really knows what it is. And unfortunately,
when formation heterogeneities, complex well geometries, complex sand
face completions and particular formation damage intensities are present,
analytical solutions are difficult or impossible to obtain.”
CFD, as an advanced technical solution, provides more detailed, flexible
and consistent modelling of the wellbore and near-wellbore area,
including damaged zones, perforations at real scale, screens, horizontal
wells, hydraulic fractures, open hole and naturally fractured reservoirs.
Maria demonstrated CFD’s capability in supporting key operational
decisions to enhance well productivity, in the areas of hydraulically
fractured wells, asymmetric damage in horizontal wells and drilling
technique selection.
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In her final example, relating to drilling technique selection, she discussed
how CFD can evaluate the formation damage potential by comparing
underbalanced drilling, managed pressure drilling and conventional
drilling with a simple water-based mud system including post-drilling
acid stimulation options.
Maria concluded that CFD is a powerful engineering tool that promotes
technical excellence by providing deep understanding of the dynamics
in the near-wellbore and in the well itself. This enhances the decisionmaking process for sand-face completion design and also understanding
formation damage impact.
“Visualisation of potential drainage profiles provides a comprehensive view
of the impact of the well’s performance,” she said. “Importantly, the use of
detailed sand-face completion modelling reduces the need to introduce ‘skin
factors’ to account for the complexities associated with the flow in the nearwellbore area, and prevents formation damage being seen as a ‘fudge factor’.”
You can download Maria’s full presentation from the Aberdeen
Events section at: www.spe-uk.org

LONDON

YP Technical Showcase – Emerging
Technologies from ‘Pores to Pipelines to Dollars’
SPE London’s evening
meeting at the Geological
Society in May provided
a high-profile platform
for the Section’s Young
Professionals to present
their technical work to
students, fellow YPs and
senior SPE members.

Chaired by Stephen Howell, the end-of-session Technical Showcase included three engaging
presentations pre-selected from abstracts submitted to the London YP Committee.
Khamshat Ussenova, Reservoir Engineer with Schlumberger, launched the proceedings with
‘Optimisation of well completion design in the presence of reservoir uncertainty’. Khamshat described
a workflow case study, demonstrating the financial benefit of optimisation of the well completion
design within a reservoir uncertainty setting. Several senior SPE members contributed to the
discussion, sharing some valuable lessons learned.
Next in the spotlight was Simon Davies, Flow Assurance Engineer with BP, who presented
a thorough introduction to flow assurance, followed by a case-study: ‘Optimisation of a flow
assurance strategy for a subsea tie-back’, which featured an HPHT tie-back scenario and brought
several flow assurance-related points of discussion to the fore.
Finally, Omotayo Soyemi, Petroleum Economist and Risk Consultant with Schlumberger,
presented ‘Integrated value in resource management – a framework for better decision-making’.
Her presentation focused on the need to improve resource management within upstream
E&P and to integrate the technical and business aspects via a seamless workflow. Omotayo
highlighted several advantages of this process, including the need for technical professionals
to be able to make rapid decisions regarding asset valuations, and the need to improve the
efficiency of the economics-technical interface within oil and gas organisations.
The SPE YP London Committee would like to thank the SPE London Board, Roxar and Hays Oil and Gas Recruitment, for their generous sponsorship for the Technical Showcase session.

TUBULAR CUTTING
SOLUTIONS THAT
DELIVER RESULTS
Cut tubing / pipe from
3 ½” od to 7”OD

Bridge House, 1-2 Riverside Drive Aberdeen AB11 7LH
T: +44(0)1224 594343 E: info@westerton.net
www.westerton.net
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Student
Focus...

Manchester students
benefit from sponsored trip
to DEVEX 2011

A £1000 donation from SPE London gave students
from the University of Manchester Student Chapter
the exciting opportunity to attend DEVEX 2011
(11-12 May), in Aberdeen, to learn more about the oil
and gas industry and identify possible career fields.
“The Chapter members met with a warm welcome from SPE Aberdeen and,
as well as attending conference sessions and visiting the exhibition during
the two-day event, we took part in the associated YP Leadership workshop,
which was a great opportunity to learn from a panel of professionals,”
Committee Members Sarah Barber and Victoria Sinakova report.
“We’d really like to thank those who hosted us at the conference, along
with SPE London and the University of Manchester, for their generous
sponsorship. The trip gave us the chance to visit Aberdeen and network with
other student chapters and industry professionals. The extensive conference
programme meant that there was something for all fields of interest and
feedback from all the students was extremely positive. We felt we learned
a range of material applicable to our degree studies from the case studies
presented by different companies.”

You’re Welcome: the students are greeted by SPE Aberdeen Careers
Guidance Committee Chair, Colin Black (second from left)

A successful year of SPE Student Chapter activities at
Heriot-Watt University by John Mills, SPE STAR Research Fellow (North Sea)
Another successful academic year has nearly drawn to a close. The
postgraduate students at the Institute of Petroleum Engineering, HeriotWatt University, are now on the home straight, having tackled their field
development project and two sets of exams. With only their individual
thesis still to go, I’ll borrow a phrase from ‘Top Gear’ – how hard can it be?
Each year, the postgraduate student body elects a committee to form
an SPE Student Chapter to coordinate social and technical activities in
the best spirit of the SPE. There are more than 190 SPE student chapters
worldwide providing a vital link for students to the industry and other
academic institutions, drawn from over 90,000 SPE members. Our own
2010/2011 voluntary Committee members are: Dagogo Omubo, Amelia
Karim, Nour Koronful and Alexander Farfan.
The event season kicked off with the Heriot-Watt SPE Annual Dinner,
on 19 November, where there was good attendance from students
and staff, including the Head of Institute Prof Simon Stewart, Dr Jim
Somerville, Prof Patrick Corbett and Prof John Ford. Later that month,
Core Laboratories kindly facilitated a visit for 14 IPE students to learn
about the vital role core analysis plays in reservoir characterisation.
The Institute celebrated its 35th Anniversary on 26 November with a
dinner at Dynamic Earth, Edinburgh; we also celebrated our 2,500th
graduate, making the year a big landmark to celebrate! Guest of honour
at the dinner was Richard Heaton (Cairn Energy), who gave a talk on
Cairn’s activities in Greenland. Students who attended the event shared
their experiences with members of the Heriot-Watt Oil and Gas Alumni
association (http://www.pet.hw.ac.uk/alumni/).
Several SPE talks were held in Edinburgh this past year and the allotted
15 tickets at a discounted student rate for each talk typically sold out
within a day. And, when the prolonged winter became too much to bear,
15 students hopped across the channel to attend the SPE/IADC Drilling
Conference in Amsterdam from 1-3 March.
We wish to share our gratitude to those who have contributed to the
success of the Student Chapter this year, and to the distinguished
speakers who have visited Edinburgh to share their experiences with us.
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If you are interested in contacting the Heriot-Watt Student Chapter for
events or sponsorship, please email: John.Mills@pet.hw.ac.uk or Faculty
Advisor Mehran.sohrabi@pet.hw.ac.uk.
PA S T E D I N B U R G H E V E N T S
Kes Hefer

Reservoir
Dynamics Ltd
		
		
		
		
		

‘Low-cost monitoring of 		
inter-well reservoir
		
communication paths through 		
correlations in well rate
		
fluctuations: case studies from 		
mature fields in the North Sea’,
11 November, 2010

Colin McPhee Senergy (GB) Ltd
		
		
		

‘Core analysis: a guide to 		
maximising value’,
2 February, 2011
SPE Distinguished Lecturer

Peter Aird
Cairn Energy PLC
		

‘Frontier operations: Greenland 		
activities’, 6 April, 2011

Ian Phillips
CO2DeepStore
		
		

‘The challenge of carbon capture
and storage in the North Sea’,
15 June, 2011

Cover Photo
Shell holds a teambuilding day for
the MSc students before they begin
their field development project.
Student teams compete in the
‘pit-stop challenge’ by changing a
tyre in the fastest time possible.

Hiking and biking charity challenges
In May, two SPE Aberdeen Board Members started the summer on a
healthy outdoor note with very different charity mega-challenges!
Jeb Tyrie and his partner Vicki Halliburton trekked through Jordan in a mesmerising
eight-day journey from the capital city of Amman to the ancient site of Petra, raising £6,500
for UNICEF’s work protecting child rights.
The couple, whose trip was funded through donations and fun events they organised for family and friends,
joined 21 others on the unforgettable trip through baking desert and hot rocky terrain, which had them dipping
down into giant gorges, scaling mountain paths bordering dizzying precipices, and camping out on high
plateaus, where they joined their Bedouin hosts for evenings of local food, song and dance.
The party were amazed in turn by the stunning natural rock formations sculpted by wind and sand, and the
man-made magnificence of the carved mountain façades of the 2000-year-old Monastery, Treasury and temple
buildings at Petra.
“Every day brought a different kind of ‘wow’,” says Jeb. “I’ve visited a lot of interesting places, but this was the most
spectacular trek I’ve ever been on.”
The group concluded their trip with visits to local schools to see UNICEF’s work in encouraging children,
particularly girls, to remain in education for longer than has been traditional.
Jeb and SPE Aberdeen also helped to raise the profile of UNICEF’s global work by organising a Carbon Storage
seminar and dinner at the University of Aberdeen, in April.

Paul Adair and more than 40 of his former BP colleagues raised more than £115,000 in a gruelling BP Scottish Coast-toCoast charity cycle ride from Helensburgh, on the West Coast, to Aberdeen – a three-day journey covering 230 miles.
“The weekend was great,” says Paul. “On the Friday and
Saturday we had some tough big climbs and steep
descents around the Trossachs and especially at the
top of Glen Lyon. Sunday was literally a ‘bit of a breeze’
with a relatively flat 75-mile run in from Blairgowrie and
a very strong tail wind. We had fantastic fun cycling
uphill at 30 miles an hour! Thanks to all our individual
supporters and to BP for their generosity.”
More than 900 people supported the challenge
and the total in donations was matched by BP,
allowing £115,000 to be shared between the Motor
Neurone Disease Association, Riding for the Disabled
and Forget-Me-Not, which supports people with
Dementia.
Paul says he plans to participate again next year
“if the legs hold up!”

SPE Offshore Europe 2011 – 6-8 September
Securing Safe, Smart, Sustainable Supply

SPE Offshore Europe 2011, in Aberdeen, is a global affair with visitors from more than 100 countries
expected to attend and companies from countries including Brazil, Canada, China, Saudi Arabia,
Nigeria and Australia exhibiting. The last show in 2009 broke attendance records, with nearly 50,000
people visiting, and featuring the largest-ever exhibition area, with 1,421 companies participating.
The main theme for the free-to-attend conference is ‘Securing Safe, Smart, Sustainable Supply’.
The Chairman, Samir Brikho (also Chief Executive of AMEC), said that events including last year’s
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico had heightened the importance of health, safety, security and
environmental issues in addressing the challenges of offshore operations.
A series of discussions and panels will include sessions on: Managing Complexity; Operating Models
for the Future; Ageing & Life Extension of Offshore Installations; Environment – Oil Spill Prevention
& Response; Deepwater – Smart Operations for Safe Supply, and Achieving Emissions Reductions
– The Upstream Challenge. The technical programme will cover: Facilities & Infrastructure; New
Well Technology; Reservoir Management; Health, Safety & Environment; Exploration, and Carbon
Reduction – the Upstream Contribution.
A new feature will be the OE Deep Water Zone, an entire hall dedicated to the technologies and
expertise being employed in this key area.
SPE Offshore Europe will be held on 6-8 September at the Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre.
To register for your free ticket go to: www.offshore-europe.co.uk/register
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Continuing Education
SPE London and Aberdeen members can look forward to a varied and interesting
programme of Continuing Education events in the new session.

LONDON
27/10/11: Regional Focus on the New Iraq
17/11/11: Introduction to E&P
22/03/12: Oil and Gas Industry Careers Seminar

19/04/12: Post-Macondo Environmental Seminar
17/05/12: Women in Energy Seminar (at Imperial College London)
22/11/12: Introduction to E&P

All London events will be held at the Geological Society, Piccadilly, with the exception of the Women’s Seminar. Times: 9.30am- 5.30pm.

ABERDEEN
17th SPE ICoTA European Round Table –
Ensuring a North Sea future through
well intervention
15-16 November 2011, Aberdeen Exhibition
& Conference Centre (AECC)
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS Deadline 15 July 2011
The SPE ICoTA European Well Intervention Round Table is Europe’s
premier forum for exchange and discussion of the latest developments
in completion and well intervention techniques. The event, led by
Committee Chairman Calum Munro, of BP, encompasses the full range of
well intervention practices including coiled tubing, slick-line, e-line and
hydraulic workover as well as specialist tools and solutions.
Presentations, which need not be full papers, will be welcome on
relevant topics such as:
Safety innovations • data acquisition/analysis services • coiled tubing
technology • e-line technology • slick-line technology • intervention
techniques & equipment development • subsea well interventions • potential
technologies for deepwater intervention • lightweight rig intervention
• thru-tubing drilling and completions • well completion and related
intervention tools • well abandonment challenges • new technology and
innovative solutions • well integrity & operations • cost-reduction • surface
flow measurement.
Case studies, from the UKCS or elsewhere, are particularly welcome.
Both novel technologies and the successful application of existing
technologies, are of interest.
Abstracts of 100-200 words are invited by 15 July – submit online at
www.rodgerandco.com (go to SPE ICoTA Round Table).
Please contact the organisers for details of exhibition and
sponsorship opportunities – Rodger and Co: spe@rodgerandco.com,
PO Box 10118, Aberdeen AB16 5DU; tel: +44(0)1224 495051

EuALF 2012
European Artificial Lift Forum
22-23 February 2012, Aberdeen
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS Deadline 17 October 2011
In a maturing North Sea environment, artificial lift is essential to
maximising returns. With a vast number of depleted and high watercut
wells, the potential for production gains is significant. The biennial EuALF
is a well-established forum for artificial lift professionals organised by SPE
Aberdeen Section. The two-day conference programme is accompanied
by an exhibition of cutting-edge artificial lift technologies and services.
Chairing the EuALF Committee will be Chris Wrighton, of Shell, and
the keynote speaker will be James L House, Regional Vice President &
Managing Director of Apache North Sea.
Abstracts for presentations of 25 minutes duration are invited in the
following areas (full SPE papers are not required):
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Experience & Case Histories
Building on and learning from experience
Improving productivity
Real time production optimisation
Reliability & Performance
Run life, uptime and other reliability issues
API guidelines for teardown
Root-cause failure analysis
What’s new in artificial lift?
New artificial lift technologies
Alternative ESP deployment
Intelligent Artificial Lift
Low cost artificial lift
Abstracts of up to 200 words, with title, author/presenter details,
are invited by 17 October – submit online at www.rodgerandco.com
on the SPE Aberdeen page.
Please contact the event organisers to reserve an exhibition stand
or sponsorship. Contact details as above.

5th European Sand Management Forum
21-22 March 2012, Aberdeen
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS Deadline 30 September 2011
SPE Aberdeen Section and the Sand Management Network have
developed this event in response to the increasing awareness of sand
production issues and the economic management of sand. It has grown
in response to industry needs and developments, and the European Sand
Management Forum is now a well-established event for knowledgesharing and networking. Our Committee Chairman is Tim Podger, of Merpro.
Abstracts of 100-200 words are invited for presentations. Case studies
describing failures and lessons learned, as well as successes, or HSE policy
and regulatory requirements, will be particularly welcome. Topic areas of
particular interest include:
• Sand prediction
• Sand monitoring
• Surface facilities/topsides
• Sand control selection
• Sand control for unconventional resources/reserves
• Remedial sand control
• Well preparation for optimal sand control
• Solids lift/transport modelling
• Formation damage and sand management
• Heavy oil reservoir management
• HP-HT and condensate reservoir management
• Asset completion and integrity
The Forum will also offer opportunities for exhibiting and sponsorship,
as well as participation in a one-day pre-conference workshop. Please
contact the organisers for details.
Abstracts are invited by 30 September 2011 – submit online at
www.rodgerandco.com. Contact details as above.

Regional Focus on the New Iraq
Thursday 27th October 2011
Geological Society, Piccadilly, London 9.30 – 5.30
With the fourth Iraqi licence round opening in January 2012, there is
no better time to increase your knowledge of the opportunities and
risks of investing in this region. The SPE London section continues its
successful format of spending a day looking at the technical, financial,
environmental and ethical issues of investing in a region ripe for
investment. If you are already involved in the region or would just like
to know more, this seminar is not to be missed.

Agenda
Geological Overview and What’s on Offer in the 4th Round
Engineering Challenges –
Off-take Routes and Development Planning
Environmental and Social Considerations –
How to Make a Positive Impact
Finance – How do Terms Compare to the Global Market Place
and how do Investors View the Region
Security – How to Stay Safe and Protect your People
and your Investment

* NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT *

London Section

SPE London Section Presents

NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT * NEXT

FORTHCOMING UK EVENTS
Seminars, Conferences & Exhibitions 2011-12
LONDON
• 27 October 2011: Regional Focus on the New Iraq
• 17 November 2011: Introduction to E&P
• 23 March 2012: Oil and Gas Industry Careers Seminar
• 12 April 2012: Post-Macondo Environmental Seminar
VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London

• 17 May 2012: Women in Energy Seminar

VENUE: Imperial College London
For details of all SPE London events, visit: www.katemcmillan.co.uk
and www.spe-uk.org ‘London Events’. If you would like to sponsor
an SPE London event, please email TKuiper@chevron.com

ABERDEEN
• 5-8 September 2011: SPE Offshore Europe 2011 –

‘Securing Safe, Smart, Sustainable Supply’
www.offshore-europe.co.uk
• 15-16 November 2011: 17th SPE ICoTA European Round Table –
‘Ensuring a North Sea future through well intervention’
Call for abstracts – deadline 15 July 2011
• 22-23 February 2012: SPE European Artificial Lift Forum – EuALF 2012
Call for abstracts – deadline 17 October 2011
• 21-22 March 2012: 5th European Sand Management Forum
Call for abstracts – deadline 30 September 2011
VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
For details of all SPE Aberdeen and Edinburgh events, please visit:
www.spe-uk.org ‘Aberdeen Events’ or contact Rodger and Co
(details on page 10)

SPE CONSULTANTS LISTING
David Aron – Development studies, negotiations, evaluations, expert witness
• tel: 020 8347 3498 • fax: 020 8347 3499 • email: davidaron@pdc.uk.com • Petroleum
Development Consultants Ltd, Stanhope House, 4 – 8 Highgate High Street, London
N6 5JL • www.pdc.uk.com
Maurice Cotterill – CEng, FIMMM – exHPHT expertise, well design, advanced
casing/tubing analysis, studies/reviews • email: maurice.cotterill@sede.co.uk
Michael Gibson – MSc, PhD – Well review, risk, training, HPHT, multilateral,
horizontal, deepwater • email: mikegibson@btinternet.com

Corporate
Supporters:

Convenors:

Dr Robert
Scott

Xxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxx
Xxxxxx
Petroleum
GrouPXPublic
lecture

Polar Bears, Politics
and Petroleum
Conflicting Issues in Arctic Hydrocarbon Exploration

20 July 2011
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

CASP

Roger Grice – CEng, MSc, MIEE, FCIPD, MIOSH – competency framework software
and database, oil and gas training services • tel: 01443 228612                                          
• email: post@rogergrice.co.uk • www.rogergrice.co.uk
Kwabena Kwakwa – BSc, MPhil – 30yrs+ experienced applied geomechanics
specialist • wellbore stability, sand production, depletion effects, fracturing design,
etc • tel: +44 (0)1932 560484 • mob: +44 (0)7989 383084                                                    
• email: kkwakwa@energy-tech.co.uk
Tim Lines – CEng – Acquisitions/farm-outs, finance available, technical, economic,
contracts • tel/fax: 0845 165 1891 • mob: 07960 793308
• email: tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com • www.oilfieldinternational.com
• Kingswood, Stamford Avenue, Hayling Island PO11 0BJ
Merlin Extended Reach Drilling – Feasibility/design/training, equipment
specification, risk & cost reduction; wellbore stability solutions; Spitfire flypasts!
• tel: 01738 627922 • email: iain.hutchison@MerlinERD.com • www.MerlinERD.com

Duncan
Wade
ERC
Equipoise

Three presentations will offer differing perspectives on the increasing
interest in the Arctic region as a potential source of hydrocarbon
resources. These will include an overview of the petroleum potential,
the environmental issues associated with hydrocarbon exploration and
the potential political conflicts in the region.
Speakers
Prof Alastair Fraser – Imperial College
Prof Paul Berkman - Scott Polar Research Institute
Prof Alan Rodger - British Antarctic Survey
The Lecture is open to Fellows of the Geological Society as well as
to members of the general public. There will be a nominal charge of
£5 per person for attendance.
For further information and registration, please call in at reception (to your
right) or contact: Steve Whalley, Event Co-ordinator: +44 (0)20 7432 0980 or
email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

Julia Osborne Consulting Ltd – 20+yrs experience – offshore chemicals/product
regulation, North Sea; all sectors, HOCNF, CHARM, other EU regulations
• tel: +44 (0)1621 742286 • mob: +44 (0)7905 262169
• email: julia.osborne@juliaosborneconsulting.com
• www.juliaosborneconsulting.com
Ian Roberts – MSc (Pet Eng) – Well and reservoir evaluation, reservoir simulation
and reserves assessment – UK and international • tel: 01799 529024
• email: ian_d_roberts@hotmail.com
Henry Smith – CEng – 25yrs experience. Cased hole log analysis and training, well
test analysis, well design and production optimisation • tel: +44 (0)7946 547059
• email: hsmith@hks-tech.com
Haoran Zhang – BSc, MPhil, PhD – Over 27 years’ experience: prospect evaluation,
acquisition/farm-out, field development planning, reservoir engineering, reservoir
simulation, reserves assessment, peer reviews • tel: +44(0)7827 089527
• email: haoran@petengplus.com or info@petengplus.com • www.petengplus.com
• PetEng Plus Limited, 28 Evergreen Way, Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 4BX
To appear in this listing, please write to Allan Montgomery at M&M Media,
24 Cairnaquheen Gardens, Aberdeen, AB15 5HJ, with: your contact details • up to TEN
words describing your services • advance payment by cheque for £10 inc VAT x the
number of months you are booking a listing (cheque payable to M&M Media).
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RECRUITMENT
Drilling Foremen I Drilling Supervisors I
Petroleum Engineers I Geologists I Geophysicists
Based in Saudi Arabia

Excellent package,
unbeatable lifestyle,
amazing benefits

Saudi Aramco is a leader in oil exploration, production and refining. This means that
experienced professionals can expect unique opportunities for personal growth and
development. Upstream Operations oversee the world's largest reserves of
conventional crude oil and the fourth-largest reserves of natural gas.
This means you’ll enjoy unusual levels of job security – but that’s not all. Join us, and
you’ll find yourself working in a culture of innovation, with the most advanced
technology, on large-scale projects that will test your skills to the full.
As well as benefiting from the Kingdom’s exceptionally high disposable income and
low living costs, you’ll receive an outstanding package. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A highly competitive salary
Settling-in allowance
Generous vacation allowance*
Travel allowance (vacation money and paid-for flights)*
Free (in-Kingdom) medical care for employees
Free (in-Kingdom) medical care for dependants*
International private schooling in Aramco’s schools or up to £23,500 sterling
allowance per child to attend overseas boarding schools *
• First-class leisure facilities.

If you’re a Drilling Supervisor or Drilling Foreman, you’ll also have the option of
working a 28/28 or 14/7 work schedule.
To find out more information please email Jonathan, Recruitment Representative,
jonathan.smith@aramcouk.com or to apply visit www.jobsataramco.eu/spepdwo
*Not applicable to those working the 28/28 schedule.

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 313088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk

